
DNA, A 
Genealogy 
Tool

The Search for an Expert 
Genealogist, Photos & Clues





mydanishancestors.com

*Slide Show 
shared in this 
class & more 
web-sites under 
“Toolbar/DNA”

*One doesn’t 
have to have 
Danish ancestors 
to use DNA link



What do you want a DNA test for?

What is your focus in genealogy?

How/will the test help you with 
your goal?

 .



My Goal= 
Find 
Danish
Cousins

.



DNA matches bits & pieces of ancestors.



Who Do you 
Test?
Choose Wisely



Typically, testing the older 
generation is  better depending 
on what your genealogy goal is.

Tip: Test your relatives whose 
line you might want to research 
in the future.  

I have tested 4 great uncles.  You 
can’t get their DNA when they are 
gone.



Each test samples 
different parts of 
the DNA strand to 
find similarities



Which Tests are 
Offered?



Autosomal DNA
*Can test with a male or female

*General  gene test that is used in 
Ancestry.com,  MyHeritage.com, and most 
DNA sites

*Only covers 5-8 Generations but accurate 
records are typically only during that time 



Companies that offer 
autosomal tests (US 
prices Oct 16)
Ancestry.com     $99
FamilyTreeDNA.com      $79

23andMe.com   $199



How to get the Deals

*Get on the e-mail lists 
for the companies

*Search before a Holiday or April 
(Discovery of DNA)

*Search the Inter-net



Ancestry.com
*Most Numerous Family Trees & Number 
of DNA tests IF THEY LIST THEM

*Easiest to Use, Can post Multiple Trees 

*I really like their Shared Ancestor Hints BUT 
Ancestry.com controls the sensitivity of the results so one 
can lose their matches. 

*Least scientific of the autosomal tests. Very commercial 
company that markets well. Will not accept any other 
companies’s DNA tests.



Shared Ancestor Hint



.



5-8 cm = 
More false 
positives So 
use 7 as your 
cutoff which 
is 8th 
cousin. 
Typically 
not accurate 
records 
further back 
than that.

cm=centimorgans



Because Ancestry sometimes 
changes the sensitivity of 
their tests, save the Ancestor 
Hint you are interested in.  
Then you can search for a 
name on tree to locate it 
again.



Family Tree DNA
*Cheapest Autosomal Test $79.
*Most Scientific - can get exact # on 
relationships.
*yDNA (males only), mtDNA (mother’s line)
*Will accept Ancestry & 23&Me DNA for $40
*Can put in your family tree to connect 
with people
*Will only accept 1 family tree not multiple
*Save your kit number & password that is 
e-mailed to you so you can login.



23 and Me
*The Most Interesting & Fun
*The most expensive $199

*Best explanation of nationalities

*Does not have a family tree to 
insert so must use MyHeritage, 
FamilyTree or other websites.



DNA 
Carrier 
Traits 
from 23 
and me



DNA 
Traits 
from 
23 and 
me



Nationalities

.



You Have Your 
Results after 
6-8 Weeks so 
Now What?



Rule to Remember:
Family Trees, Shared Ancestor 
Hints, & occasionally records 
can lie but DNA is about 99…% 
accurate that there is a genetic 
link within the 5-8 generations. 



The Trick is…...you & your 
relatives have to find the link 
& the records to prove it!
For Example:  An uncle= 1st 
cousin on my DNA test.

.



Aden= 98 year Old Great Uncle

Ancestry.com= Left & 
FamilyTree = Right



Rosie HeatherLance

Siblings



Paul- Dad

.

Deoine-Mom



Alvin Paul Neil

Brothers



If you don’t want to post 
your family tree on a 
web-site due to privacy, 
don’t waste money on the 
test unless you only want to 
know where your ancestors 
were from or medical tests 
on 23 and me.

.



Ancestry.com- DNA- under DNA Matches 
Shared Ancestor Hints- View Matches

.



.

.



How to make 2 Windows to compare trees



.
Click & 
Drag Inger 
on Toolbar 
to the left 
to make 2 
windows.





Example of an Excellent Tree to Add to 
Your Family Tree & E-mail the Relative



.

.



.

.



A New Feature on MyHeritage That I 
Love…….Attach Source to FamilySearch

.



Poor Example - No Sources

.



Remember the Goal of 
Genealogy is not to have the 
biggest tree that “Goes back to 
Adam or Royalty”  but to have 
an accurate family tree.



Family Tree DNA Tree

.

FamilyTreeDNA.com login #/password from 
e-mail then MyFamilyTree.



My Heritage Family Tree

.

MyHeritage.com - Home - Family Tree - Manage Trees



How to Make a GEDCOM from 
FamilySearch on RootsMagic

.

*Download 
RootsMagic 
Free

*File - New

*Name The 
File:
SmithJohnF
amilyTree



.

Click on 
FamilySearch Icon 
to Upload Tree

Log 
into 
Family
Search



Choose 
“Import” 
& Put in 
ID of 
Ancestor

Put in More Descendants if 
Searching for Cousins



.

.

Choose Holger Rasmussen for 
Aunts, Uncles & Direct Line - put 
more ancestors

Choose Hans Sorensen 
for cousins - put more 
descendants

Don’t get overwhelmed by DNA……..Make Small Chunks to work with!



Put more Ancestors in if looking 
for aunts/uncles or direct line

.



RootsMagic will look like this but the 
GEDCOM is in the computer document file 

.



GEDCOM (tree 
can be used in 
MyHeritage, 
FamilyTreeDNA, 
& many other 
sites) 
in Document 
File

.



How to download Raw DNA 
Data to upload to other sites

*Ancestry= Log in -DNA - Your Results 
Summary - Settings - Download Raw DNA

*FamilyTreeDNA- Log in with Kit # & 
Password, under Family Tree Finder - 
Download Raw Data

*23 and Me- Log  In - Home - Tools - Browse 
Your Data - Download- Scroll Down to 
Bottom of Page - Download



For this slide show & 
more links go to 
mydanishancestors.com 
then Toolbar/DNA & 
scroll down. 


